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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Return to Work Corporation of South Australia v BI (Contracting) Pty Ltd & Ors (SASCA) insurance - contributory negligence - whether evidence capable of supporting a finding that
injured person was exposed to asbestos during period of employment with second employer whether settlement entered into by a defendant and insurer discharged liability on part of the
insured - appeal allowed
Alelaimat v Synergy Scaffolding Services (No 3) (NSWSC) - construction - breach of duty damages - limitation - whether failure to institute safe system of work - systemic or casual
negligence - question of vicarious liability - plaintiff “ought to know” facts - whether plaintiff
knew that the injury was caused by the fault of the defendant - appeal allowed in part
Disley v Mount Emerald Wind Farm Pty Ltd & Anor (No 2) (VSC) - construction - noise from
windfarm - expert evidence - evidence on one issue should be addressed by single expert multiple experts - overlapping evidence and encroachment - plaintiff to pay defendants’ costs of
and incidental to hearing
Gippsland Environment Group Inc v VicForests (VSC) - environment - timber harvesting in
State forests - application for interlocutory injunction - serious question to be tried precautionary principle - balance of convenience - interlocutory injunction granted, with
exceptions - application granted
Hutchison Pty Ltd v Port Melbourne Land Custodians Pty Ltd (VSC) - construction application for joinder - principles of joinder considered - whether joinder would be futile - claim
by builder against owner of land not party to the building contract - whether claim has no real
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prospect of success - application granted
Pentridge Village Pty Ltd (in liq) & Ors v Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining &
Energy Union & Ors (VSC) - self-executing orders - plaintiffs required to file expert evidence
and further and better particulars of statement of claim - filed in specified time - whether
deficiencies in expert evidence and further and better particulars resulted in non-compliance
with self-executing orders - appeal granted in part
Conservation Council of WA Inc v CEO, Department of Water and Environmental
Regulation (WASC) - practice and procedure - application for leave to adduce expert evidence
- whether expert evidence regarding greenhouse gas emissions should be permitted - whether
expert evidence relevant to grounds of review - application dismissed
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Return to Work Corporation of South Australia v BI (Contracting) Pty Ltd & Ors [2022]
SASCA 49
Supreme Court of South Australia - Court of Appeal
Kourakis CJ, Livesey P and Bleby JA
Appeal against decision of Supreme Court of South Australia Court of Appeal (SASC) - injured
person as worker employed by companies as carpenter in different periods - exposed to
asbestos products manufactured by respondent and asbestos products made by another
manufacturer of asbestos - decades later injured person commenced action in respect of lung
cancer against respondent as both employers were deregistered - respondent joined employers
as third parties and notified appellant as administrator of Statutory Revenue Fund under
Worker’s Compensation Act 1971 (SA) - also joined insurers of employers, including first
employer’s insurer, pursuant to s11 of the Dust Diseases Act as well as manufacturer of
asbestos, pursuant to Law Reform (Contributory Negligence and Apportionment of Liability) Act
2001 (SA) - settled with injured person and first employer’s insurer and manufacturer of
asbestos, but otherwise proceeded to trial - SASC found respondent, first and second
employers breached duty of care to worker - 75% of worker’s causative exposure to be
accounted for by worker’s employment with first employer, and 25% to be accounted for by
worker’s employment with second employer - found actions of respondent related only to
period of employment with first employer and it was necessary to make apportionment between
those two entities - respondent failed to prove causation during period of employment with
second employer, which was only period during which exposure to manufacturer of asbestos
products was relevant, treatment of applicable unjust enrichment issues might not be same appeal allowed.
Return to Work Corporation of South Australia v BI (Contracting) Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 21 June 2022]
Alelaimat v Synergy Scaffolding Services (No 3) [2022] NSWSC 536
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Campbell J
Negligence - duty of care - breach of duty - damages - plaintiff claims damages for personal
injury suffered as result of work site accident in 2012 - whether first defendant contractor or
second defendant sub-contractor employer was responsible - whether proceedings commenced
within relevant limitation period; whether associated statutory indemnities or contribution
applicable in circumstances - relevant risk of injury identified as risk of injury to person within
class of persons working near manual process of dismantling scaffold by reason of dismantled
component falling and striking member of that class - reasonable person in charge of
dismantling scaffold would have taken precautions against risk of harm by creating an exclusion
zone - first defendant solely liable in damages for injury suffered by plaintiff - no evidence
anyone associated with second defendant ever gave any instruction to plaintiff about where or
how to perform work - no evidence anyone from second defendant or any other identified labour
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hire "sub-contractor" might have been utilised by first defendant - no evidence anyone
"employed" by second defendant was on site on day of accident - first defendant came under
duty to use reasonable care to ensure that system of work for dismantling scaffolding at the
work site was safe - second defendant not liable because premises and system of work were
not under its control - second defendant had no control over general process of disassembly of
scaffolding or over scaffolders engaged in task - no power to co-ordinate or direct their activities
- no opportunity to enquire about conditions at worksite, what system of work was in place and
of competence of those in charge - not shown to have breached an employer's duty of
reasonable care - court not satisfied plaintiff's claim was statute barred - plaintiff was aware he
had suffered an injury - not satisfied whether he knew or ought to have known that his injury
was caused by the fault of first defendant - belief that his "employer (was) negligent" insufficient
- not demonstrated that plaintiff had actual or constructive knowledge that he had sufficient
prospects of recovering enough damages for it to be worthwhile litigating - judgment for the
plaintiff against the first defendant - judgment for the second defendant against the plaintiff appeal allowed in part.
Alelaimat v Synergy Scaffolding Services (No 3)
[From Benchmark Monday, 20 June 2022]
Disley v Mount Emerald Wind Farm Pty Ltd & Anor (No 2) [2022] QSC 54
Supreme Court of Queensland
Henry J
Plaintiff commenced proceedings against first and second defendant in relation to effects of
noise from wind farm - alleged that exceeded limits of relevant development approval and
interfered with plaintiff’s use and enjoyment of property - contended that second defendant also
liable for alleged nuisance caused by wind farm because its reports were used by first
defendant to secure relevant development permit - argued reports were defective and pleaded
cases against second defendant in negligence, negligent misstatement and misleading and
deceptive conduct - plaintiff called two experts witnesses to give opinions on same issue of
standardised audio measures and assessments - defendants sought orders precluding the
plaintiff from calling more than one expert witness in respect of particular issues - orders made
under r367(3)(e) of Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 (Qld) that plaintiff was to elect between
one of two expert reports or revise both reports so that each address different topics - found
reports were deficient as they addressed overlapping issues - permissible for another expert’s
data to be incorporated as an appendix to a report, it is not appropriate for that expert to provide
an opinion on data they did not collect - plaintiff to elect between one of two expert reports or
revise both reports so that each address different topics - liberty to apply clause allowing plaintiff
to request court’s directions as to appropriateness of a proposed list of issues to be addressed
by each expert - plaintiff to pay the defendants’ costs of and incidental to hearing.
Disley v Mount Emerald Wind Farm Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 21 June 2022]
Gippsland Environment Group Inc v VicForests [2022] VSC 296
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Supreme Court of Victoria
Richards J
Application for interlocutory injunction - defendant is Victorian Government owned business that
conducts timber harvesting operations in State forests in Victoria - comply with provisions of
Sustainable Forests (Timber) Act 2004 (Vic) and any relevant Code of Practice made under Pt 5
of the Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 (Vic) - plaintiff is incorporated association that
claims to have special interest in preservation of State forests of Gippsland - plaintiff sought
declaration and permanent injunctions to enforce what they contended were defendant’s
obligations to identify and protect greater gliders and yellow-bellied gliders in State forests in
forest management areas (FMAs) - sought interlocutory injunction restraining defendant from
conducting timber harvesting operations in any coupe in FMAs in which there had been sighting
of greater glider in, or within 240 metres of, that coupe, known to defendant - balance of
convenience favoured excluding six coupes from injunction - timber harvesting could take place
in six coupes with measures in place for protection of greater gliders that were broadly
consistent with associate professor’s opinion - granting injunctions sought would not have
effect of shutting down timber industry in regions - regeneration activities permitted in coupes to
which injunction applied that had already been logged, either before injunction took effect, or as
permitted by exceptions to injunction - application granted.
Gippsland Environment Group Inc
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 22 June 2022]
Hutchison Pty Ltd v Port Melbourne Land Custodians Pty Ltd [2022] VSC 339
Supreme Court of Victoria
Riordan J
Construction - building contracts - restitution claim - prospect of success - practice and
procedure - parties - joinder - principles of joinder - application for order - plaintiff entered into
building agreement with defendant - claimed third party was liable for valuation of variation
works on basis that third party was registered proprietor of land and true beneficiary of works
which increased value of land - sought orders that third party be joined as second defendant to
proceeding - third party joined as defendant for purpose of restitution claim - plaintiff allowed to
maintain indemnity claim - any significant additional costs would not be incurred in allowing
indemnity claim to proceed - application granted.
Hutchison Pty Ltd
[From Benchmark Thursday, 23 June 2022]
Pentridge Village Pty Ltd (in liq) & Ors v Construction, Forestry, Maritime, Mining &
Energy Union & Ors [2022] VSC 303
Supreme Court of Victoria
McDonald J
Practice and procedure - judgments and orders - self executing orders - appeal against decision
of Supreme Court of Victoria - whether plaintiffs breached self-executing orders (SEO) requiring
them to 'comply in full' with orders for filing of expert report and further and better particulars of
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third further amended statement of claim (FASOC) - expert report and relevant particulars were
filed and served by stipulated date without any complaint by respondents that there had been
non-compliance with SEO - Associate Judge Ierodiaconou concluded plaintiffs failed to comply
with SEO and concluded that in light of admitted deficiencies expert report and relevant
particulars, their compliance with SEO had been 'illusory' and proceeding should be dismissed rejected application to vary SEO to permit appellants to file and serve supplementary report of
expert - refused application to file and serve fourth FASO and made orders dismissing
proceeding - Pursuant to r77.06 of the Supreme Court (General Civil Procedure) Rules 2015
appealed dismissal - Associate Judge erred in concluding proceeding should be dismissed on
grounds of non-compliance with SEO - appeal ground two of amended notice of appeal dated
17 February 2022, upheld and first paragraph of SEO of 7 February 2022 dismissing
proceeding would be set aside - appeal against Associate Judge's refusal to grant appellants'
leave to file and serve proposed fourth FASOC, dismissed - plaintiff's application to vary 18
February 2021 orders to permit filing of supplementary expert report, rejected - appeal granted
in part.
Pentridge Village Pty Ltd (in liq)
[From Benchmark Friday, 24 June 2022]
Conservation Council of WA Inc v CEO, Department of Water and Environmental
Regulation [2022] WASC 202
Supreme Court of Western Australia
Hill J
Practice and procedure - applications - relevance - application for leave to adduce expert
evidence - each of proposed expert reports provided opinion evidence on climate change and
greenhouse gas emissions, including changes that had occurred, when second LNG train first
received ministerial approval, and when decision subject of proceedings was made - second
respondent, as delegate of first respondent, granted works approval application - applicant
challenged second respondent's decision to grant application for works approval for
construction of second LNG train - sought leave to adduce expert evidence - not necessary for
applicant to prove on balance of probabilities that construction of second LNG train would emit
greenhouse gases - counsel for first respondent submitted that central to applicant's grounds of
review was the legal issue of the proper construction of s54(3) of the Act, an issue on which
expert evidence was not relevant - matters said to be relevant to context in which decision was
made were not admissible or relevant to issue of whether decision of second respondent was
unreasonable - application dismissed.
Conservation Council of WA Inc
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 22 June 2022]
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Poem for Friday
“Hope” is the thing with feathers (314)
By: Emily Dickinson (10 December, 1830 – 15 May, 1886)
Hope” is the thing with feathers That perches in the soul And sings the tune without the words And never stops - at all And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard And sore must be the storm That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm I’ve heard it in the chillest land And on the strangest Sea Yet - never - in Extremity,
It asked a crumb - of me.
Emily Dickinson https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson
Emily Dickinson Museum https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson_Museum
“Hope” is the thing with feathers, sung by Nazareth College Treble Choir, Linehan Chapel, Nazareth
College https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDlSo4hEzmE
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